
Illuminated Mirror Owner’s Manual

Congratulations on your 
new bathroom mirror!

We hope you will enjoy your new mirror for many years to come.

Dear valued Diamond X Mirror owner, 

We do ask you kindly to read these important notes.

1) Check your mirror
Please check your product thoroughly for breaks, damages or defects that may have happened in transit before mounting 

will not be warranted. It’s not that we want to be awkward, but as you can imagine, it’s impossible to get the courier 

2)  Do not install if damaged

sent back for a refund.

3)  Returning a product

services using the number on the website.

BEFORE YOU INSTALL
Please read the following advice on breakages and returns

PV10010-03b
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Important information
Electrician installation only

electricity supply at the mains before and during installation of this product.

Electrocution Warning 
To avoid the risk of electrocution, please turn off the mains electricity supply before 
commencing installation.
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Installation
Positioning

reach of the electrical entry point of the product.

Zone 3

Zone 3

Zone 3 Zone 1

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 2

Zone 2

Mirror

15cm minimum
Infrared  

 
sensor
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c d

Wall mounting - Template (selected models)
Some models are supplied with a drilling template for 

1. 

will not mark your wall. 

2. Mark through the template and discard. 

3. 

 
 

b

a

4. Wire the mirror to your mains supply. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Carefully hang the mirror on the four protruding mounting screws. The keyholes will allow the mirror to drop into 

Live

Earth

Neutral
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Wall mounting - Measuring
1. Measure and note the distance between the centres of the 

four mounting keyholes that you intend to use on the rear 
surface of the mirror frame.

2.  
 

3. Complete installation following steps 3-5 detailed in “Wall mounting - Template” above.

e
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Connecting to bathroom lights (Optional)
is operated using the same switch as the main bathroom lights. The following diagram shows how the 
infrared switch may be bypassed.

Infrared
SWITCH

INPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT
LED

DRIVER OUTPUT

Infrared
SWITCH

INPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT
LED

DRIVER OUTPUT

Controlled by bathroom lighting circuit

1. Infrared sensor (a) - Switching the front lights on and off

hand across the sensor, and it will power up the mirror lights and demister pad. Repeat the action to turn 
them off again. These lights will only operate if the white-selector switch is not in the centre position.    

2. White-selector switch (b) - Choosing the colour temperature

centre position turns the lights off. The infrared sensor will no longer operate the lights in this position, but it 
will still operate the demister pad. Moving the rocker to the side of the centre will select either warm white 

3. Shaver socket (c) - Independently switched

mirror lights and demister pad.

4. Additional Aura single-colour lighting (optional extra)

underlighting. The main mirror lights, demister pad and underlighting turn on and off together. The main 

5. Additional Aura colour-change lighting (optional extra)

However, it may be turned on and off independently using the remote control.  

Operating instructions

Infrared  

Mirror 
front

Frame 
backShaver  White-selector 
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and press the “ON” button. Select a static colour option from the keypad by pressing the 

“DOWN” buttons. 

Four “MODE” buttons are used to access the lighting programs described in the table 

“DOWN” buttons. Select a static colour option from the keypad by pressing the appropriate 
colour button to cancel the program.

MODE DESCRIPTION
Flashes between 7 colours

STROBE Strobes the chosen single colour
Fades the single colour, on and off.

SMOOTH Fades between red, green and blue.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. X-Audio Bluetooth (optional extra)

Care and cleaning
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Illuminated Mirrors is the trading name of: 
 

6 Quartermaster Road, Westbury Trading Estate 

Maintenance advice. 

Your mirror is built to stand the test of time and you can guarantee this by following 
these easy mirror care and maintenance best practices.

1. The safest cleaner for a mirror is clean, warm water applied with a soft cloth. 
Be careful not to allow the edges of the mirror to remain wet over a period of time.

2. Do not use any acidic or alkali cleaners. These can attack the surface and edges of 
the mirror as well as the backing of the mirror. You should be sure to never use an 
abrasive cleaner on any mirror surface.

3. Do not use cleaners with heavy ammonia bases. These, too, can damage the mirror 
edges and backing and will result in a ruined mirror. Examples of cleaners with heavy 
ammonia bases include:

- Multisurface cleaners
- Toilet cleaners
- Bathroom cleaners
- Window cleaners

4. Never spray any cleaner directly on to a mirror. Instead, apply the cleaner to a soft 
cloth and then wipe the mirror. This will also prevent “puddling” at the mirror edge 
(where the cleaner could being to attack the backing).

5. Always use soft, grit-free cloths when cleaning a mirror to reduce chances of 
scratching the surface.

6. Be sure to dry all joints and edges thoroughly to be certain no cleaner comes in 
contact with the mirrors edge and backing.


